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Good Night San Francisco highlights the San Francisco Bay, sea lions, Golden Gate Bridge, cable

cars, Lombard Street, Stow Lake, Conservatory of Flowers, Cliff House, sandy beaches, Aquarium,

Exploratorium, historic ships, fishing boats, Palace of Fine Arts, The Thinker statue, and more. What

could be more exciting for young readers than touring the fascinating city of San Francisco?

Children will be lulled into a peaceful night's sleep while visiting the city's famous landmarks and

attractions. This book is part of the bestselling Good Night Our World series, which includes

hundreds of titles exploring iconic locations and exciting, child-friendly themes.Many of North

AmericaÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s most beloved regions are artfully celebrated in these board books designed to

soothe children before bedtime while instilling an early appreciation for North America's natural and

cultural wonders. Each book stars a multicultural group of people visiting the featured

areaÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s attractions as rhythmic language guides children through the passage of both a

single day and the four seasons while saluting the iconic aspects of each place.
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My family loves the Good Night Series and this is the first one that I have been disappointed in. The

graphics in this book are more abstract than the others. Its okay but not what I was hoping for San

Francisco, which is one of my favorite cities. At least it still has all the landmarks from SF.

Adorable!! Bought a bunch of the Goodnite series for my new nephew..since we live in SF, it is

perfect! SO cute, chunky and the pics are awesome!

Giving as a gift to a one-year od. I'm sure his parents will like it.

The Good Night Our World series are wonderful little books to add to any child's library. My

daughter has quite a few of these. Since I live in SF, I usually send the SF version to my friends with

kids (even though the NYC version is my daughterÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s favorite). It's great because

when the kids visit SF, they immediately recognize landmarks from the book such as the Golden

Gate Bridge, Coit Tower, the cable cars, and even Muir Woods in nearby.

Adorable, sweet story, nicely illustrated.I had seen this book when I was in San Francisco and

couldn't fit one more thing in my carry onI was glad to be able to order it from . The only issue is that

the pages were stuck together. They hadn't been separated. I had to use a knife to unstick them. I

was surprised at this lack of quality/inspection. The rating I give is not 5 stars due to this issue.

I wish the drawings were a bit more colorful and had crisper lines. I have the Good Night Boston

book and she loves the pictures because they are sharper and more colorful. She's only 3 months

but I can tell she's excited because her arms and legs move about quickly when I read this to her.

However, when I read the Good Night San Francisco book to her, she doesn't move as much

because of the pictures. I want her to know where I grew up and the book captures the highlights of

SF.



Our son was so happy when he got this book fir Christmas. It turned out that they had it at his

preschool. Living in the Bay Area are four year old son has made day trips into the city. He was

excited to see all the places he had been. It also prompted us to plan day trips to a few of the places

we have not visited yet.

I bought this for my 2 year old son before our trip to San Francisco. It really enhanced our trip!

Anytime we saw something from this book, he would pull the book out to tell us about it. It helped

him to remember the places and their names. It mentions and pictures Cable Cars,sea lions, Golden

Gate Park, Coit Tower, Lombard Street, The Golden Gate Bridge, Fisherman's Wharf, the Pacific

Ocean, and a few others. It was well worth buying!!!
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